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MISSION STATEMENT
The Round Table provides a balanced, accurate news source for the 
Beloit College community. It is an outlet for creative minds that take 
the news seriously. We will sink our teeth into the meat of journalistic 
excellence with a lupine ferocity.
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The Round Table regrets any errors that are published, and 

-
tions to bcroundtable@gmail.com. Thank you.

—In the Oct. 29 article “Unsure or Assured: Health Care in Beloit,” The 
Round Table mistakenly omitted the last sentence of the article, which 
read as follows: “

 The 
Round Table regrets the error.
—In the Oct. 29 article “Pulitzer Prize Winner Jim Simon ‘77 Returns to 
Beloit,” a cartoon by Chris Bremner was miscredited to Matti Powers. 
The Round Table regrets the error.

CORRECTIONS

CONTACT

The Round Table meets every Monday at 9:30 p.m. in the Pearsons third-

bcroundtable.wordpress.com
twitter.com/BCRoundTable

bcroundtable@gmail.com
Box 109

GET OUT  
THIS WEEKEND.

Friday
Erotic Spelling Bee,  

8:30 p.m., Wilson Theatre
Campus Band Night, 9:30 p.m., C-Haus 

Seven Deadly Sins, 11 p.m. -2 a.m.,  
Theta Pi Gamma

Saturday
Football v. Illinois College, 1 p.m.,  

Strong Stadium
Rockford IceHogs game, 6-9 p.m.  

Professor Jeopardy, 8 p.m.,  
Wilson Theatre 

Civil Servants Party, 11 p.m.-2 a.m.,  
Spanish House
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BSC Report: Vandalism, Buncha-K and National Studies

By Beth Hanson
STAFF WRITER
 
    Beloit Student Congress met Monday, Nov. 1 to dis
cuss the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Educa

sessment and Planning Cynthia B. Gray; and Associate 

according to a Wabash study information sheet distrib
uted by Youngblood, Gray and Cannon.  
    The theme of the Wabash study at Beloit is liberal 

ferently about and able to do.

institutional change to Academic Senate, Student Af

information on the Wabash study can be found at  

bouts of vandalism at the college.  Students mentioned 

the destruction of ceiling tiles.  

Congratulations! You Made the Admissions Cut
By Maximiliano Peralta
STAFF WRITER
 

of them getting in. 

     Being on the list does not mean that Beloit has one 

than Beloit College.

Beloit does not.

cont. on page 4
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cont. from page 3
The number of applicants per year hovers around 2,000, 
although the number wavers from 1,900 to 2,200. 

ed acceptance rate, the school has never accepted too 
many to the extent of creating dilemmas on where to 
place students.
     “I’ve seen colleague schools have to rent hotels and 
take their students to campus by  buses,” Zielinski not
ed. Beloit may have had to place an extra 20 students or 
so in the past but has never been faced with an admis

for such a small liberal arts campus, where even an extra 
100 enrollments would present challenges in terms of 
housing and classes. 
 “We know our yield, from Illinois and Wisconsin ver
sus the other 48 states, and international students,” 
Zielinski said. “It’s a roll of the dice, but we’re pretty 
good at predicting.”
    The least selective institution that made the list was 
Evergreen State College, which accepts an astounding 
94 percent of its applicants. The other eight colleges 
and universities that made the cut were: University of 
Iowa, University of Colorado, Ohio State University, 
Millsaps College, Ithaca College, Indiana University, 
Drew University and Case Western Reserve University. 

By Nathan Reveley
CONTRIBUTOR

    The midterm elections are over. The orgy of live 

much to follow, here is a summary of the important 
things that happened. At press time, some of the 
results are still being processed. The numbers used are 
based on projections. 
     This election was rough for the Democrats. Demo
crats are replacing no incumbent Republican senators. 

are still the majority party in the Senate, but the mar
gin is much narrower now, from 59 Democrats and 41 

publicans. 
     The big news of the election is the House. Full of 
Tea Party fervor, the Republicans succeeded in turning 
the Democrats’ majority in the House into their own. 

this season. Arizona’s medical marijuana proposal is 

“yes” trailing “no” by fewer than 10,000 votes. Califor

which would have legalized marijuana for recreational 
use in California. 
     Arizona passed measures to make mandatory health 

Arkansas, South Carolina and Tennessee all passed 
measures amending their state constitutions to formal

Rhode Island ballot was to formally shorten its name 
from “State of Rhode Island and Providence Planta
tions” to “Rhode Island.” The people of the State of 
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations voted “no”  

in Florida and one in Kentucky. Marco Rubio won 49 
percent in a race with two other candidates. Although 

sentiment popular with the Tea Party movement, say
ing, “If you like the direction that America is headed, 
if you think Washington is doing the right thing, then 
there are two other people on the ballot and you 
should go for one of them.” 

of Texas Rep. Ron Paul, won the seat in Kentucky. 
“We’ve come to take our government back,” Rand Paul 
told his supporters. “America can rise up and surmount 
these problems if we just get government out of our 

“That government is best that governs least.” The 
quote is actually from Henry David Thoreau. 
     

We know you like to read 

The Round Table naked. 

That’s why The Round Table 
now delivers right to your 

dorm room!

bcroundtable. 

wordpress.com. 

For all of your  

nude reading needs.

Blue Goes Red In Just Under Two Years

Election Results

US House     
Republicans: 239 Seats 
Democrats: 187 Seats 

US Senate

Democrats: 53 Seats
Republicans: 46 Seats

Wis. Governor

52% Walker (Rep.)
47% Barrett (Dem.)

US Senate for Wisconsin

52% Johnson (Rep.)
47% Feingold (Dem.)

US House, District 2

62% Tammy Baldwin (Dem.)
38% Chad Lee (Rep.)

Wis. State Assembly, District 45

Amy Loudenbeck (Rep.), 9,439 votes
Roger Anclam (Dem.), 7,921 votes

Wis. State Senate, District 15

Tim Cullen (Dem.), 31,502 votes
Rick Richard (Rep.), 21,891 votes
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Seeking change, one bathroom at a time
By Mary Keister

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

IMAGE BY MATTI POWERS
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By Elizabeth Makarewicz

COLUMNIST

    For those of you who are still reading this 

column, I hope that you are not disillusioned.  That 

is, I hope that you were never under the impression 

that each and every week I come up with a recipe 

and then spend hours painstakingly testing it out 

and tweaking the amounts.  Because that isn’t 

true at all.  While I have prepared at one time 

Eat My Slow Food
To-may-to or to-mah-to, 

DIY pizza toppings prove saucy 

IMAGE BY ERIK MAGNUSON

or another all the recipes I submit, I do not dutifully record exactly what’s going into 

them.  It may not be the most professional of me, but it gets the job done.  And I hope it 

encourages y’all to be more considerate about dumping a little bit of this and a little bit 

of your skin to make your food taste like yourself, but I hope you get the picture? Sure, 

sometimes I use other recipes for guidance, but most of what you read here comes from 

my imagination.  So this week I’m submitting a narrative that more accurately depicts 

my cooking style.

    Last Friday afternoon in the French House kitchen, I set out on a mission to prepare 

Around 4 p.m. I turned on some Joanna Newsom, pulled out a large ziplock bag of 

They were chopped up and thrown into hot oil with sauteed onion and garlic in a large 

mixed with the scent of earth and sweat.  It would taste great in my sauce.  After the 

mixture came to a boil, I added a nice little dollop of honey and left it on medium heat 

for about an hour total.

    While my sauce stewed, I preheated the pizza stone to 550ºF and started working on 

addition to the kale and arugula, I cut up garlic and onion and very thinly sliced potato, 

all the while a growing mound of mozzarella cheese magically appearing in another 

corner of the kitchen.

    Just in time, around 5:30 p.m., everything was ready in place.  Now moving to the beat 

of our favorite ‘90s hits, my body fell into a groove.  Semolina on the pizza peel, dough 

minutes each to cook, and I kept ‘em coming.  By the time all six pizzas had baked, it 

prefer the company of others when I cook, sometimes all I need is a little pizza solo 

dance to make me feel good.

Do you have extra clothes? Are they cluttering up 
your tiny little dorm room? Do you like people? 

What about helping them? Something you enjoy, 
or even simply don’t despise?

Then YOU’RE in luck!!

Bring unwanted clothing 

to Pearsons before the 

beginning of next week. 

Boxes located at front desk. 

All donations go to Caritas
BTYB: Clifford the Big Red Complex

BREAD!!	 
BREAD!!	 BREAD!!

This Saturday look for fresh	 baked	 arti-
san	 bread in Commons at dinner! Baked 

For You By: Slow	 Food Club and the Beloit 
Student Dining Co-op 

(in conjunction with Commons). 
Get it while it is hot!

IMAGES BY ERIK MAGNUSON
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ENTERTAINMENT

Viral Video Review

OUT OF CONTEXT PROFESSOR QUOTES

By Guthrie Graves

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Apog blows up (not on YouTube)
whatblastdoors.tumblr.com

MC Supernatural Freestyle

Westwood Eminem Freestyle

Westwood Justin Bieber Freestyle

Kanye West and Mos Def

By Lizzi Belmont

FEATURES EDITOR

IMAGE BY ERIK MAGNUSON

Readers like you submitted these quotes! bcroundtable@gmail.com
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By Clara Baker

CONTRIBUTOR   

    You can have an internship! Yes, that 

illusive thing that isn’t exactly a job but still 

reminds you of your future and the “real 

world” isn’t actually scary or unattainable. 

In fact, internships are extremely fun and 

informative, and there are thousands of 

    Why get an internship? According to 

based learning and professor of sociology, 

internships are important “because 

employees and graduate schools look for 

to expand, test and synthesize classroom 

many internships pay, and for others you 

can apply to receive funding through the 

college. Also, if you register your internship, 

it will appear on your transcript, and many 

internships can give you college credit. 

       Web 

sites to search for internships include: 

Center internship site for more resources, 

www.beloit.edu/lapc/internships. Career 

Angela Davis, director of career services 

and Marian Moore, career development 

you through the internship search process, 

and other resources. They can also help you 

write and edit resumes, cover letters and 

applications! 

 The deadline to 

register a fall internship on your transcript 

has passed, but it is not too early to think 

now about this spring and summer. I 

organization in or around Beloit. This 

opportunity is for Beloit students only, and 

partnerships range from local schools to 

businesses to farms to community centers 

more information and the application at 

I can testify that doing my internship 

me into deciding my major and has also 

helped shape my future career goals. It also 

has helped me to break out of the “Beloit 

College Bubble” and interact with the 

way.

    For more information on internships, 

Blog for more information on what your 

peers are doing in the community: www.

beloit.edu/cbl/blog/.

By Lizzi Belmont

FEATURES EDITOR

    Though Milkshake Mondays may have started as an alternative to the 

cold. For those who either choose to abstain from or are allergic to dairy 

products, Milkshake Mondays prove to be sad, sad occasions.

     Although I’m sure the oversight is not intentional, Beloit is an eclectic 

the needs of its constituents. But for those with dairy sensitivities, a malt 

milkshake leaves their stomachs much more bothered then any bottle of 

alternative to the heavy chocolate and vanilla usually presented. 

continue to look at the greater Beloit community, and expand the base to 

along with the other thirsty students. 

Need an internship?

My soyshake brings all 

the vegans to the yard

Have an opinion? Need to vent? E-mail us your submission at bcroundtable@gmail.com.

IMAGE BY ERIK MAGNUSON

The scoop on why you need them  
and how you can get them
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OP/ED

By Hana Skoblow
STAFF WRITER

    I do not come from a walkable 

town. There is a downtown 

area where people are prone to 

strolling as they peruse the scene, 

but otherwise, everyone drives. 

Everyone, including me. I’d gotten 

used to being able to jump into my 

car, pump the gas and go anywhere 

I liked. I did not, however, bring my 

car to Beloit because I didn’t think 

I’d need or want it. For the most 

part, I don’t. The environmentalist 

in me is loving my reduced carbon 

footprint, and my body is happy to 

be getting so much fresh air, but 

occasionally I wish I could go to 

Woodman’s without bothering the 

only friend I know with a car.

    Therefore, on Monday, when 

BSC approved a proposal by 

Mitchell Young ’10 to institute a 

thrilled. 

    The program will be conducted 

through an already established 

company, such as Enterprise 

WeCar or Zipcar. Once students 

they can reserve the car on an 

hourly or daily basis. Depending 

on the company, hourly fees 

no fee increase for the number 

students can spend an entire day 

keeping in mind that students 

don’t even have to pay for gas if 

Those savings add up to laundry 

for almost two months.

students who do not have cars 

on campus never have to worry 

about insurance, maintenance 

or parking. Each vehicle in the 

friend you always ask for rides is 

starting to seriously resent you. 

So, go ahead and let your mind 

wander; imagine yourself eating 

Sunday night dinner in Janesville, 

hanging around State Street in 

Madison or attending a concert in 

Chicago. 

already watering, isn’t it? 

By Abby Harold
CONTRIBUTOR

    The Empty Bowl Project, 

which had its debut on 

volunteer services from the 

Beloit College Greek houses 

while raising money for the 

Beloit community at large. 

    The Empty Bowl Project 

is a fundraiser from the local 

Beloit food pantry, Caritas. 

The event raised money for 

the new Caritas location 

along with going directly 

to the clients they serve. 

All of the volunteers, 

a large number of 

whom were Greek, were 

involved in preparing the 

meals, setting and cleaning 

up the areas and, most of all, 

serving those in need. 

ceramic bowl to take with 

them. It helped boost the 

Greek and student image of 

campus by showing that we 

could all work together to 

truly help the community by 

volunteering. 

    Thank you to all of those 

who were kind enough to 

dedicate their time toward a 

great cause!

Share cars, not germsEMPTY BOWL  

IS BACK!

IMAGE BY ERIK MAGNUSON

IMAGE BY ERIK MAGNUSON

By Kathleen Hansen

STAFF WRITER

A tunnel linking San 

Diego and Tijuana for the 

transportation of drugs was 

marijuana were discovered. 

The value of the marijuana 

according to the authorities. 

The U.S. and Mexico 

authorities worked well with each other on this case, both responding to the event quickly. 

activity of the volcano, the name of which translates to “Fire Mountain,” will only increase in 

coming days. 

in which he will be reunited with friends. Young Money president Mack Maine described 

Wayne as “hungry” to MTV News and said Wayne would be focused on music as soon as he 

left prison.

A couple seagulls were spotted in the San Francisco Bay Area with cut beer cans around their 

necks. A wildlife group, WildRescue, is outraged and declared the act animal torture. The 

Sources: MTV.com, MSNBC, Los Angeles Times.
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Who the Buc Are You is a weekly segment dedicated to 

helping the student body learn a little more about the 

athletes among us. This week The Round Table sat down 

with Emily Neigel ‘12 and Elizabeth Horen ‘11, who both 

joined the cross country team this semester. Emily is a 

political science and Spanish major; Elizabeth is majoring 

in sociology.

Round Table: What made you decide to join the 

cross country team?

Emily Neigel: I had 

been running a lot 

over the summer and 

wanted to get better 

at it. I had never run 

with a team before, 

but when Elizabeth 

told me she was 

considering joining, I 

thought I would too.

Elizabeth Horen: 
Exercise is healthy, and I wanted to make it a daily 

part of my life, plus I thought it would be a good 

RT: What are the best and worst parts of being on 

the team?

EN: The best part is drinking blue drink in 

Commons and being an ice person. I like getting 

the gear, too, but I love strolling through Commons 

with ice strapped to my legs.

EH: I like getting to know new people and getting 

to use the facilities. Actually, my favorite part is 

using the training room. And getting to know 

Eckburg and Karl.

EN: Yeah, shout out from both of us to Eckburg 

and Karl.

EH: The worst part is surprise morning practice. 

Once, we had to run at 6 a.m. on a Sunday.

EN: Not being told about morning practice is the 

to do everything.

RT: What do you do with your time when you 

aren’t running?

EH: I do a lot with race on campus, and I enjoy 

Who the BUC Are You?
being a member of BSU. I’m also in KD, and I’m 

EN: I like listening to musical theater, watching 

actually reading, “The Economist.”

EH: Oh, you mean things we like to do? Then 

really have time for many interests.

RT: What’s your favorite thing to do in Beloit?

EN: When I have to wake up early, I like to go to 

can study there for hours. Actually, scratch that. My 

favorite thing to do is listen to Mackenzie Kurtz’s 

stories.

EH: I like to walk around the river and in the 

cheap here.

RT: Is there anything else you’d like to share with 

the readers of the Round Table?

EN: Um ... we played Frisbee Golf yesterday.

EH: We did something else this week.

EN: We learned how to 

jog in water?

EH: This isn’t 

interesting.

EN: What’s a piece of 

wisdom that we could 

share?

EH: Running in the 

pool sucks balls.

EN: No, something 

profound about why 

people should play sports?

EH:
of saw Iowa.

EN: Running all over Beloit, you get to know the 

city in a totally new way. Oh, and we went camping!

EH: 
EN: Please make us sound cool.

Zoe Matthews

ATHtweets: 
The best Tweets by 

the best athletes

DISCLAIMER:  
SOME/MOST OF THESE 

AREN’T REAL

Chad Ochocinco 
@ OGOchoCinco: 

If food is the way to a mans heart 

where does that leave the women 

who can’t cook?

Charlie Villanueva @ CV31: 
KG talks alot of crap, he’s prob never 

a ring with him, I will expose him.

KG would go on to call him a “cancer pa

tient.”

Gilbert Arenas @ Gun1Wizz: 
Ouch, my everything. Sittin’ this nxt 

1 out.

Michael Phelps @ Phelpsalot69: 

a mourning/morning roast?

LeBron James @ Lebron-
FLOCKAjames: 
Chili cheese dog; bad “DECISION” 

lolz. I’ve decided to take my talents 

to the bathroom.

Ron Artest @ ronARTest: 
Tired from a long day at the studio, 

working on my still life sh*t.

Dwayne Wade @ DwaDe3:

Ajames. Everyone is sick of decision 

jokes.

Emily

Elizabeth

SPORTS
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�    	
�    	
�    	
�    On	
�    Saturday	
�    the	
�    Beloit	
�    Buccaneers	
�    came	
�    up	
�    just	
�    short	
�    in	
�    a	
�    
heartbreaking	
�    29-‐23	
�    loss	
�    to	
�    the	
�    Lawrence	
�    University	
�    Vikings.	
�    
Quarterback	
�    Brian	
�    Maughn	
�    ’12	
�    admits	
�    that	
�    he	
�    was	
�    disappointed	
�    
not	
�     only	
�     at	
�     how	
�     the	
�     Bucs	
�     played	
�     but	
�     at	
�     the	
�     refereeing	
�     that	
�    
helped	
�    turn	
�    the	
�    game	
�    in	
�    Lawrence’s	
�    favor.	
�    “There	
�    were	
�    a	
�    lot	
�    of	
�    
things	
�    that	
�    didn’t	
�    go	
�    our	
�    way	
�    with	
�    our	
�    play	
�    and	
�    with	
�    the	
�    refs.	
�    
It’s	
�    really	
�    frustrating.”	
�    	
�    
	
�     	
�     	
�     	
�     Cornerback	
�    Vince	
�     Salucci	
�     ’12	
�     had	
�     a	
�     rough	
�     day,	
�     receiving	
�    
three	
�    penalties	
�    against	
�    him	
�    during	
�    his	
�    coverage	
�    of	
�    the	
�    Vikings	
�    
receivers.	
�    “I	
�    was	
�    disappointed	
�    with	
�    myself	
�    for	
�    even	
�    giving	
�    the	
�    

what	
�    people	
�     thought	
�    about	
�     the	
�     call,	
�     it	
�     all	
�     depends	
�    what	
�     the	
�    
refs	
�    think.	
�    That’s	
�    the	
�    game	
�    of	
�    football.”	
�    Salucci	
�    currently	
�    leads	
�    
the	
�    Bucs	
�    in	
�    pass	
�    defense	
�    with	
�    six	
�    break	
�    ups	
�    and	
�    seven	
�    passes	
�    
defended.
	
�     	
�     	
�     	
�    The	
�    Bucs	
�    started	
�    off	
�     slow,	
�    scoring	
�    only	
�     three	
�    points	
�    on	
�    a	
�    

The	
�     second	
�     half	
�     began	
�     no	
�     better,	
�     with	
�     the	
�     Bucs	
�     remaining	
�    
scoreless	
�    well	
�     into	
�    the	
�    fourth	
�    quarter	
�    while	
�    Lawrence	
�    found	
�    
the	
�    endzone	
�    an	
�    additional	
�    three	
�    times.	
�    Speeding	
�    up	
�    their	
�    no	
�    
huddle	
�    spread	
�    offense,	
�    the	
�    Bucs	
�    scored	
�    with	
�    8:23	
�    remaining	
�    
in	
�    the	
�    game.	
�    With	
�    redshirted	
�    senior	
�    holder	
�    CJ	
�    Yoakum	
�    ’10	
�    out	
�    
of	
�     the	
�    game	
�    due	
�     to	
�     injury,	
�     freshman	
�    Luke	
�    McLeran	
�     ’14	
�     took	
�    
his	
�    place,	
�    but	
�     the	
�    hold	
�    was	
�    not	
�    set	
�     in	
�     time	
�    and	
�    the	
�    PAT	
�    was	
�    
missed.	
�    
	
�    	
�    	
�    	
�    With	
�    the	
�    score	
�    9-‐29,	
�    Tony	
�    Baratti	
�    ‘11	
�    made	
�    a	
�    game-‐changing	
�    

less	
�     than	
�     six	
�     minutes	
�     left,	
�     the	
�     Buccaneer	
�     defense	
�     made	
�     an	
�    
outstanding	
�    stand	
�    putting	
�    the	
�    ball	
�    back	
�    into	
�    Maughn’s	
�    hands.	
�    
After	
�    throwing	
�    an	
�    interception,	
�    the	
�    defense	
�    again	
�    stood	
�    their	
�    
ground,	
�     and	
�     the	
�     Bucs	
�     scored	
�     on	
�     a	
�     quick	
�     drive,	
�     leaving	
�     53	
�    
seconds	
�    left	
�    in	
�    the	
�    game	
�    and	
�    the	
�    score	
�    23-‐29.	
�    Unfortunately,	
�    
the	
�    onside	
�    kick	
�    was	
�    recovered	
�    by	
�    Lawrence,	
�    who	
�    ran	
�    out	
�    the	
�    

The	
�     Bucs	
�     face	
�     the	
�     Illinois	
�     College	
�     Blueboys	
�     at	
�     home	
�     this	
�    

Julian	
�    Ross	
�    ’11,	
�    Michael	
�    Underwood	
�    ’11,	
�    and	
�    CJ	
�    Yoakum	
�    ’10.

Vikings buck the Bucs

Q:	
�    Was	
�    claiming	
�    Randy	
�    Moss	
�    off	
�    of	
�    waivers	
�    a	
�    good	
�    move	
�    by	
�    the	
�    Tennessee	
�    
Titans?
A
receiver.	
�    Titans	
�    head	
�    coach	
�    Jeff	
�    Fischer	
�    should	
�    be	
�    able	
�    to	
�    handle	
�    Moss’s	
�    
attitude.	
�    If	
�    Moss	
�    causes	
�    trouble	
�    again	
�    it	
�    would	
�    not	
�    shock	
�    me	
�    if	
�    he	
�    was	
�    waived	
�    
for	
�    a	
�    second	
�    time	
�    this	
�    year.	
�    
Q:	
�    Was	
�    claiming	
�    Shawn	
�    Merriman	
�    off	
�    of	
�    waivers	
�    a	
�    good	
�    move	
�    by	
�    the	
�    Buffalo	
�    
Bills?
A:	
�    Yes,	
�    if	
�    Merriman	
�    can	
�    get	
�    back	
�    to	
�    Pro	
�    Bowl	
�    form,	
�    the	
�    Bills	
�    will	
�    have	
�    gotten	
�    
a	
�    great	
�    pass	
�    rushing	
�    line	
�    backer	
�    for	
�    free.	
�    If	
�    he	
�    leaves	
�    in	
�    free	
�    agency,	
�    they	
�    will	
�    
get	
�    a	
�    free	
�    compensatory	
�    draft	
�    pick.	
�    If	
�    he	
�    isn’t	
�    any	
�    good	
�    in	
�    Buffalo,	
�    his	
�    career	
�    

situation	
�    for	
�    the	
�    Bills.	
�    
Q
team?
A:	
�    This	
�    helps	
�    the	
�    Patriots	
�    out	
�    a	
�    lot	
�    for	
�    the	
�    season.	
�    They	
�    get	
�    one	
�    of	
�    the	
�    best	
�    

sides	
�    can	
�    reach	
�    a	
�    contract	
�    extension	
�    before	
�    the	
�    season	
�    is	
�    over,	
�    though.	
�    
Q:	
�    Should	
�    the	
�    NFL	
�    change	
�    its	
�    helmets	
�    to	
�    prevent	
�    concussions?
A:	
�    Yes,	
�    I	
�    have	
�    seen	
�    plenty	
�    of	
�    examples	
�    of	
�    the	
�    technology.	
�    If	
�    we	
�    have	
�    it	
�    and	
�    can	
�    
keep	
�    players	
�    safe,	
�    use	
�    it.	
�    
Q:	
�    Which	
�    assistant	
�    coach	
�    is	
�    the	
�    front	
�    runner	
�    for	
�    a	
�    head	
�    coaching	
�    job	
�    for	
�    next	
�    
season?	
�    
A:	
�    Leslie	
�    Frazier.	
�    He	
�    is	
�    a	
�    great	
�    defensive	
�    mind	
�    and	
�    a	
�    solid	
�    leader.	
�    I	
�    would	
�    love	
�    
for	
�    the	
�    Cowboys	
�    to	
�    scoop	
�    him	
�    up.

Brad Cavanagh ‘11 closes in. PHOTO COURTESY OF MARIA KAHL  
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